re-imagining offices
Facilitating crisis response processes
and strategic decision making at Transocean

Dealing with crisis situations is an every-day possibility in deep-sea drilling scenarios that
Transocean’s team specialises in. This requires infrastructure that can bring critical information
online quickly to enable efficient and appropriate decisions when they matter most.

The Challenge
Transocean believes in a quality system that promotes and maintains service quality and facilitates continuous
improvement within each business process.
The challenge for Actis, was to ensure that technology enabled quick and comprehensive reactions in critical
situations - by providing functionality in a convenient and user-friendly manner. Transocean also wanted to build a
system for better collaboration in meeting rooms across the organisation
As the world’s largest offshore drilling contractor, Transocean is the world's largest and the leading provider of
drilling management services worldwide. Their emphasis is on providing solutions and equipment for the more
technically demanding segments of the offshore drilling business.

facilitating
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The Solution
The Professional Services Group at Actis carefully evaluated Transocean's
requirements and recommended appropriate solutions to meet these.
One of the key solutions is a Multi-purpose Boardroom aka Emergency
Response Room. This innovative room features an advanced Video Wall
which can be used for audio-video conferencing or presentations. The room
is also equipped with a document camera to help view 3D objects and paper
documents through a display system. It has lighting control, which adapts
room lighting for meetings or presentations as required.

Boardroom with Video Wall

The Boardroom transforms into an Emergency Response Room to handle mission
critical emergencies. In this scenario the Video Wall allows multiple participants to
run applications simultaneously, enabling quicker collaboration. The system also
allows Transocean to keep digital records of important meetings by recording the
proceedings in high-quality video and audio.
Other solutions consist of Meeting rooms and Training rooms which are equipped
with lighting control, projection screens, high-end displays and audio/video
conferencing systems. Room Schedulers integrated with the companies mailing /
calender system ensure that Meeting rooms or Boardroom bookings are managed without conflict.

Training Room

The Training Room

The Boardroom or Emergency Response Room
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The Result
Crisis response depends on the availability of quality information and the ability to quickly and reliably
share it with the people who have the experience to use it effectively. The solutions provided by Actis
enabled strategic decision making, by enhancing the ability of key managers to collaborate.
The result is an intuitive and robust platform to make better collaborative decisions possible at
Transocean.

Actis' end-to-end solutions helped
Transocean gear up to serve the challenges
in the AV space.
Prasanna Gaokar
IPS Manager, Transocean
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